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The state of Oaxaca is the fifth largest of the 31 states (plus

the capital México City) that make up the country of México.

The historic city of Oaxaca de Juárez, also known as Oaxaca

City, is the capital and largest city of the state. Tourism is an

important part of the city’s economy, so the pandemic has

especially hit hard in this area of southern Mexico. The name

Oaxaca is derived from the Nahuatl name for the place,

Huaxyacac (meaning “the place of the seed), which was

Hispanicized to Guajaca, and later spelled “Oaxaca.” In

1872, "de Juárez" was added in honor of Benito Juárez, a

native Oaxacan who became president, serving from 1852 to

1872.  A Zapotec, he was the first and only president of

México who was of full indigenous origin.

Oaxaca, Mexico
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British Columbia (BC) is the westernmost province of Canada,

situated between the Pacific Ocean and the Rocky Mountains.

With an estimated population of 5.1 million as of 2020, it is

Canada's third-most populous province. The capital of British

Columbia is Victoria, the fifteenth-largest metropolitan region in

Canada, named for Queen Victoria, who ruled the British Empire

during the creation of the original British colonies in Canada. The

largest city is Vancouver, the third-largest metropolitan area in

Canada, the largest in Western Canada, and the second-largest

in the Pacific Northwest. In October 2013, Greater Vancouver had

an estimated population of approximately 2.5 million. The area

now known as British Columbia is home to First Nations groups that

have a deep history with a significant number of indigenous

languages. There are more than 200 First Nations in BC.

British Columbia,

Canaa
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Isabel Laso

Chávez
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Isabel and her late husband’s shop, Casa Jaguar, has a great

location on the main street of Teotitlán del Valle.  They have been

one of the most enterprising and hard-working couples in town.

Both talented weavers, they overcame a business slump in the

summer of 2013 by opening a café in the front of the shop, where

visitors and locals can enjoy Isabel’s famous mole while rug-

shopping from the table. Isabel specializes in table mats, runners,

and wall hangings in the “Tree of Life” design, while Augustín

specialized in weaving rugs. The “Tree of Life” design is one of the

most difficult designs to weave, as it is asymmetric and varies with

each weaver. The heart at the top represents the love binding the

family together. Their work is dyed with primarily natural dyes

derived from dried plants, flowers and nuts dyed over wood fires in

the compound’s courtyard.

Sadly, Augustín (at age 42), her husband of 15 years, and both of

his elderly parents who lived with them, died of Covid in December

2020. They are survived by Isabel and 13-year-old son Chuy.  Isabel

has been working with Fundación En Vía since October 2011.

Teotitlán del Valle, Mexico



Starting Bid $50 

“Tree of Life” table rug, 22 x 22 cm, dark navy.  

The Tree of Life is one of the most difficult

designs to weave, as it is asymetric and varies

with each weaver. The heart at the top

represents the love binding the family

together.

Then the yarn is dyed, often with local, natural dyes,

though some workshops use chemical dyes. The

natural dyes are made from a variety of leaves,

flowers, roots, berries, bark, wood, nuts, vegetable

and fruit skins and juices, indigo, and cochineal (an

insect that lives on a specific cactus). The weavers

use historical Zapotec designs, reproductions of

works by famous artists such as Picasso, Matisse,

Diego Rivera or Rufino Tamayo, as well as

contemporary designs of their own creation.

Weaving is done on large, hand and foot-operated looms,

but the work starts long before the yarn reaches the

looms. Wool is obtained from local sheep, carded on a

hand-made device made of wood and metal spikes to

clean it and separate the fibers and spun into yarn. 
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Starting Bid $35 

“Tree of Life” table rug, 22 x 22

cm, dark red from chocineal. The

Tree of Life is one of the most

difficult designs to weave, as it is

asymetric and varies with each

weaver. The heart at the top

represents the love binding the

family together.

Starting Bid $35 

“Tree of Life” table rug, 22 x 22

cm, dark navy blue. The Tree of

Life is one of the most difficult

designs to weave, as it is

asymetric and varies with each

weaver. The heart at the top

represents the love binding the

family together.

Starting Bid $35 

“Tree of Life” table rug, 22 x 22

cm, woven in undyed wool,

grays on cream background.

The Tree of Life is one of the

most difficult designs to weave,

as it is asymetric and varies with

each weaver. The heart at the

top represents the love binding

the family together.
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Starting Bid $30 

Wool messenger bag 35 x 39 cm,

with braided shoulder strap 113 cm.,

unlined, envelope fold-over closure.

Undyed wool, grays and creams

Starting Bid $30 

Wool messenger bag 35 x 39

cm, multicoloured wool in

Carocol (snail) design

representing the four stages of

life: birth, childhood, adulthood

and death.



Alicia 

Mendoza 

Pablo
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Alicia is one of the most creative weavers in Teotitlán del Valle; she is

also a talented seamstress. Alicia is particularly inventive in her

patterns and designs, and is constantly working to create new

products; she specializes in handbags and pillow covers while her

husband, Evaristo, weaves mainly rugs. Constantly designing new

products, she uses plant-based dyes but also standard aniline dyes

depending on the tones she envisions. 

Alicia and Evaristo have three children ages 8-14, who she has home-

schooled through the pandemic without online instruction since home

computers are rare in this village of 6,000. Alicia belongs to a

cooperative of a dozen local women who weave and sew handbags

to sell in the organic market in Oaxaca City about 25 miles away.

She and Evaristo work alongside each other on their individual looms

if there’s a large order to fill. They live and work in a large home a

couple of miles outside the village.

Alicia has been working with Fundación EnVia since May of 2011 and

has taken several courses such "Natural Dyes", "New Designs of

Bags'', and "Leather Applications." She is a member of the collective

Du Kwa, a group of En Vía women who met during the specialized

course of new bag designs and after the course decided to work

together.

Teotitlán del Valle, Mexico



8Starting Bid $25 

“Cell phone bag” 18 x 22 cm with

120 cm black leather shoulder strap

for wearing cross-body. Zipper

closure, lined with cream-colored

cotton “manta.” The Zapotec

designs of the pyramid ruins at

Mitla are said to be the domain of

all, though each artist interprets

them in terms of colors and design

combinations.

Starting Bid $25 

“Cell phone bag” 18 x 22 cm with 120

cm black leather shoulder strap for

wearing cross-body. Zipper closure,

lined with cream-colored cotton

“manta.” The Zapotec designs of the

pyramid ruins at Mitla are said to be

the domain of all, though each artist

interprets them in terms of colors and

design combinations.

Starting Bid $25 

“Cell phone bag” 18 x 22 cm with

120 cm black leather shoulder

strap for wearing cross-body.

Zipper closure, lined with cream-

colored cotton “manta.” The

Zapotec designs of the pyramid

ruins at Mitla are said to be the

domain of all, though each artist

interprets them in terms of colors

and design combinations.
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Starting Bid $50 

Undyed gray wool background with

marine blue arrows. Pillows are 50

x 50 cm with woven wool fronts,

backs are natural cream-colored

cotton “manta” with covered

zipper. Pillow covers only; fill with

your own pre-made form or

stuffing.

Starting Bid $50 

Orange background with two bands

of diamonds to display vertically or

horizontally. Pillows are 50 x 50 cm

with woven wool fronts, backs are

natural cream-colored cotton

“manta” with covered zipper. Pillow

covers only; fill with your own pre-

made form or stuffing.

Starting Bid $50 

Dark navy blue background with

light gray-blue “lightning” pattern.

Pillows are 50 x 50 cm with woven

wool fronts, backs are natural

cream-colored cotton “manta”

with covered zipper. Pillow covers

only; fill with your own pre-made

form or stuffing.



Judy 

McCloskey

I am a visual artist and crafter. I make things - or remake things -

simply because it seems a natural thing to do. When I see a clump

of yarrow pushing through a rusted tire rim in a vacant field, I want

to take a photograph. When I see a vintage tablecloth in the thrift

store, I want to remake it into a cushion cover... or an apron - to

give the fabric a second  life - to keep it from getting lost. I'm

captivated by the artistry of every day - things - furniture, fabric, a

candle holder. And I am constantly amazed by the natural world

and its random beauty: the exquisite pattern of sand and stones on

a beach, the jumble of smooth and ragged driftwood piled at the

side of the riverbank.

10

Terrace,  Canada



Starting Bid $70

White Bag

Starting Bid $40 

Black and Green Bag

For this celebration of International Women's Day 2021, I have

included sewn items (always from upcycled fabric) and a

variety of teas and salves - products of a mixture of herbs and

plants from my garden and wild foraging.  

When I paint,  I am always learning or re-learning something.

How colours can make each other brighter or duller, how they

change in various combinations. I am surprised at repeating

patterns that sometimes emerge in my painting. I like to shift my

gaze just a little sometimes. It helps me to see the cast shadow

of a lily on the rock beneath which is, to me, more interesting

than expertly rendered leaves and petals.
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Starting Bid $15 each

Pencil Cases

Starting Bid $10 Each 

3 Moisturizers, 3 Salves

12
Starting Bid $40 

Plaid Brown Bag

Starting Bid $30

White and Blue Button Bag



Starting Bid $5

Loose Leaf Tea

13
Starting Bid $5

 Loose Leaf Tea



Starting Bid $40 

White and Yellow Button Bag

Starting Bid $70 

Multi-Colour Bag

14
Starting Bid $40 

Plaid Blue Bag

Starting Bid $30 each 

Coin Purses



Rosario 

Mendosa

Rosario Mendoza Ortiz has been weaving on a back-strap loom for

more than 41 years, since she was 9 years old. She learned from her

parents, who learned from her grandparents. She is now passing on

that tradition to her children and grandchildren.  The family —

Rosario, her two sons, their wives and children — live and work

together in their humble home workshop in the town of Santo

Tomás Jalieza which is known for artisan works made on back-strap

looms.

Weaving on a back-strap loom is a time-intensive process. From

start to finish, it takes Rosario four full days to complete one of her

woven purses — weaving the design with cotton yarns, sewing the

purse and lining, and finishing it with decorative pieces. Rosario’s

daughters-in-law make the purse straps and some of the

decorative bands and muñecas (dolls) that adorn many of her

designs.

15

Santo Tomás Jalieza, Mexico



Starting Bid $25 

Table Runner - Brick Red/White

Starting Bid $25 

Table Runner - Cream/Light Gray

She weaves all day most days and then, three evenings a

week, she travels one hour each way by bus to the city of

Oaxaca de Juárez to try to sell her purses, table runners,

shawls, and bags to the few tourists that visit in these times

of Covid-19. Understandably, the pandemic has impacted the

economy and the lives of Rosario’s family, as well as most of

the other artisans in and around Oaxaca.  

Rosario is happy to make custom pieces in special sizes and

colors upon request.
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Starting Bid $25 

Table Runner - Cream/Blue

Starting Bid $25 

Table Runner -  Black/White

Starting Bid $25 

Table Runner - Dark Gray/Cream

Starting Bid $40 

Large Handbag with Tassles-Black

/Multi-Color



18Starting Bid $40 

Large Handbag with Tassles-

Beige/Blue/Multi

Starting Bid $30 

Medium Handbag-Black/Multi-Color

Starting Bid $30 

Medium Handbag-Beige/Blue/Multi

Starting Bid $10 

Change Purse - Purple/Multi



19Starting Bid $10 

Change Purse - Black/Multi

Starting Bid $10 

Change Purse - Blue/Multi

Starting Bid $15 

Cosmetic Bag - Black/Multi

Starting Bid $15 

Cosmetic Bag - Black/Beige/Brown
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Starting Bid $115 

Cosmetic Bag - Red/Black/Yellow

Starting Bid $30 

Shawl - Rust/Black Fringe

Starting Bid $30 

Shawl - Purple/Black Fringe

Starting Bid $30 

Shawl - Brick Red/Black Fringe



Carol Anne

Roberts

I am Tahltan/Northern Tutchone and my house crest is Crow, sub crest

is Frog. My traditional name is Tuchatchewma - Mother of Frog and

my Mother’s family is Tahltan from Telegraph Creek and my Father’s

family is from Selkirk First Nation, Pelly Crossing, Yukon. I spent a lot of

my life between Telegraph Creek and Whitehorse, Yukon. 

My mother’s family was gifted with making handcrafted, traditional

crafts. My grandfather handmade traditional snowshoes and was well

known in the north for his craftsmanship. My grandmother tanned

hides and made many items from the hides which included making

vests, gloves, mukluks, moccasins, and mitts. My mother was the

seamstress in our family and made Yukon Parka’s for all her daughters

and many other items for family and gifts for friends. I wanted to

highlight this to show how creative and industries my family was and

how this trickled down to the grandkids. 

21

Terrace, Canada



I wanted to highlight my family’s gifts as this is how I became skilled in

what I make today. I have created items that reflect our Indigenous

patterns in print and style. Some of these products that I produce are

wallets, purses, (another word for makeup bags), embroidery on aprons

and masks and totes. I also custom design items to what people want to

the best of my ability. I know my work is quality because I have had the

best teacher’s in my life to pass on to me. 

About 3 years ago I took a class which I learned to make a wallet and

thought if all goes well I will make it and use indigenous print to give to my

daughter Julianna as a birthday gift and after receiving many compliments

I said if people are interested give them my cell number. After a post on

Facebook displaying my wallet I received tons of orders which I then

started Lily Mae’s Divine Creations and I have expanded my sewing skills

by also making clutch wallets, crossbody bags, purses, and totes. I now

reside in Terrace, BC for the past 18 years and raising my daughters,

Julianna, Eva, Scarlett, and Lily-Mae.

Starting Bid $210 

Bonnie Bucket Bag

Starting Bid $55 

Cellmate with faux leather
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Starting Bid $250 

Yanna purse

Starting Bid $50 

Potholders

Starting Bid $100 

Large Make Up Bag

Starting Bid $60 

Small Make Up Bag



Claudia 

Ortega

Claudia and her family are Zapeteco though her primary

language is Spanish.  They live in the pueblo of San Martín

Tilcajete, where she has been an artisana for 10 years and her

family has been making alebrijes for 30 years. Both her husband

and mother-in-law help in the workshop.

Learning to make alebrijes starts with the simpler step of

sanding the carved shapes. Her sons, 5 and 7 years of age, are

already starting to learn the craft, sanding and painting simple

designs on smaller pieces. Eventually artisans progress to more

intricate styles of painting the alebrijes. Carving the figures is

also considered an advanced skill, where the artist imagines the

creature that lies within each piece of wood.  Claudia, who is

28 years old, started making alebrijes when she was 18. She

learned her craft from her parents. Her brother also makes

alebrijes in a workshop next door, both from copal wood and

also in the cartonería (papier-mache) style.

24

San Martín Tilcajete, Mexico



Starting Bid $25 

Small picture frame with fishes -

Blue base

Starting Bid $25 

Small picture frame with fishes -

Pink base

Approximately 16.5 cm wide x 15.25

cm high, with photo cutout 11.5 cm

wide x 9.7 cm high

Approximately 16.5 cm wide x 15.25

cm high, with photo cutout 11.5 cm

wide x 9.7 cm high

Creating alebrijes and other painted wood pieces is a time-

consuming process. Whereas she can produce five painted trays in

a week, more complex pieces such as the bull alebrije can take

three months.

Claudia is grateful for this opportunity to share her work. One of

her challenges is that tourism and attention is usually given to the

more famous artisans of the town. She is happy to make items on

request, with specific colors or patterns.

Claudia lives with her husband, two young sons, and 80 year old

mother-in-law in simple living quarters inside the workshop. Her

family has lived in the pueblo for more than 100 years.
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Starting Bid $15 

Alebrije of porcupine - Blue body

Starting Bid $15 

Alebrije of porcupine - Yellow body

Starting Bid $35 

Alebrije of dragon - Purple body

Starting Bid $10 

Painted Heart Necklace - Blue

w/Purple, Red & Gold Flowers
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Starting Bid $10 

Painted Heart Necklace - Blue with 

 Orange, Pink, & Green Flowers

Starting Bid $10 

Painted Bracelet

Starting Bid $20 

Alebrije of coyote - Orange

Starting Bid $20 

Alebrije of coyote - Black



Starting Bid $40 

Painted Trays, Small - Fish

Starting Bid $40 

Painted Trays, Small - Animals

Starting Bid $40 

Painted pencil box
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Paula Wesley

Paula Wesley, Siyamotsiya,  is a Stó:lō and Tsimshian Nation born

and raised in Terrace, B.C., Canada.  As a child of two cultures,

First Nation and Deaf, the artist brings a unique perspective to her

art.  In addition to her contemporary practice, Wesley advocates

the revitalization of Indigenous Languages.   And that also includes

Indigenous Sign Languages in Canada. These are the oldest sign

languages in the world. What she wants is for these languages to

grow so these signs can be shared and transferred to disseminate

stories and knowledge, but at the same time provide support for

the people using them to engage in the mainstream.

29

Starting Bid $50 

‘Hawaalt - A spearhead is like our

tongue. It can be smooth yet, it's very

sharp.  It can cut a person down. First

Nations use wild rose for spiritual

cleansing and protection. Leather,

acrylic, silver sterling.

Terrace, Canada



30Starting Bid $50 

‘Yens  -  A leaf is a supernatural, a leaf

is never straight, it is always moving

even when it is a dead leaf. Leather,

acrylic, silver sterling.

Starting Bid $50 

‘'Yens 02 -  Life inside a life holds a

secret story. Leather, acrylic, silver

sterling.

Starting Price $75 

‘Adziksa goot - Feel proud of (her own

body).  Leather, acrylic, silver sterling.

Starting Price $80 

‘Gwis'nagmgyemk - a chilkat blanket is

a ceremonial robe. Leather, acrylic,

thread, silver sterling.

Starting Bid $50 

‘Ayaam ts'ał hoon - A salmon-trout

eyeball shape of an ovoid and for First

Nations, salmon is life. Leather, acrylic,

silver sterling.

Starting Bid $50 

‘Hawaay -  A paddle represents the

wayfinder helps find our way through

life even on the water.  Leather,

acrylic, silver sterling.



31Starting Bid $55 

‘K'wilootk - A triangle, to watch us dance

is to hear our hearts speak and the beads

represent happy or sad tears. Leather,

acrylic, lavender beads, silver sterling.

Starting Bid $75 

Na'ax - A dress has the warmth feeling,

safety and keeps the body from any

bruises, cuts, etc..  Leather, acrylic,

silver sterling.

Starting Bid $80 

‘Nasmhawks -  I believe and trust the

stories of our people. Leather, acrylic,

abalone shell, silver sterling.

Starting Bid $70 

Nasmhawks 02-  I believe and trust the

stories of our people. Leather, acrylic,

abalone shell, silver sterling.

Starting Bid $45 

‘Ts'amtii - The lightning bolt has its

own strength that can cut down a

standing tree. Lightning and thunder

tell us about nature’s power. Leather,

acrylic, silver sterling.



Born and raised in the small town of Vanderhoof BC, Melanie Bokvist

began her art career with local shows and festivals. Melanie works in a

wide variety of styles and mediums ranging from drawing and painting

to ceramics, photography, textiles, beadwork, and wood burning. In her

most recent work she uses watercolour and ink to create bold and

colourful drawings. Always feeling a connection with animals and

nature, these themes often influence her art. The work that Melanie

has chosen to highlight for International Women’s Day portrays animals

that live in a matriarchal social structure to honour the women of our

world. 

After moving to Vancouver Island in 2015, Melanie went on to

graduate from the University of Victoria in 2020 with her Bachelors of

Education specializing in Art Education. In conjunction with her own

art, Melanie strives to inspire her students to create and explore new

techniques and mediums within their work.

Melanie 

Bokvist
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Victoria, Canada
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Starting Bid $80 

8x10 Watercolour and Ink Elephant

Starting Bid $80 

8x10 Watercolour and Ink Bees

Starting Bid $80 

8x10 Watercolour and Ink Whales



Yari Montes

Yari Montes was born in Tlaxiaco, Oaxaca. The oldest of the three

children, she began her training at the Technological University of

the Mixteca (UTM) located in Huajuapan de León in 1997, where she

studied Design Engineering. She focused on graphic design at the

University of Audiovisual Media (CAAV) in Guadalajara, Jalisco, and

in 2011, she returned to Oaxaca and entered the Instructoría en

Artes Plásticas (visual arts) at the University Autónoma Benito Juárez

de Oaxaca (UABJO) where she met one of her main mentors, the

artist Armando R. Freger. She has taught art to children at the

Ishuakara Study House in the city of Oaxaca de Juárez, and has also

been a teacher at the Centro de Artes de San Agustín (CASA) and

at some private schools in Belize.

Her career as a ceramist began in 2015, at the Canela Workshop

and since 2017, in collaboration with the artist Julio Sandoval, she

has had her own ceramic workshop located in San Miguel Etla,

about  20 km. northwest of Oaxaca City. The main themes of her

work are the body and the power of emotions. Yari teaches classes

in Oaxaca upon request for those who would like to design and

make their own porcelain jewelry.

34

Oaxaca de Juárez, Mexico
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Starting Bid $30 

Necklace: "Deep Universe"

Starting Bid $35 

Necklace: "Red Circles"

Starting Bid $35 

Necklace: "Quiero Ser Un Arbol"

Starting Bid $35 

Necklace: "If I Can Walk Over the

Moon"



36Starting Bid $35 

Necklace: "Green is Hope"

Starting Bid $30 

Mezcal Cup: "There is Something

in My Cup" - Gold/White

Starting Bid $25 

Mezcal Cup: "There is Something in

My Cup" - White/Black

Starting Bid $20 

Mezcalero Petit
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Starting Bid $35 

Necklace: "I Miss Looking at the Sea"

Starting Bid $35 

Necklace: "Just Me" with flower

Starting Bid $25 

Taza Para Cafe

Starting Bid $20 

Mezcalero



Marie-Eve 

Lavigne

Marie-eve Lavigne is a potter based out of 

Terrace, British Columbia. Originally trained 

as a photographer, she later developed a love 

for hand building with clay.  She draws her

inspiration from the beautiful valleys to the

mountaintops of the scenic northern B.C.

landscape.
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Starting Bid $35 

16oz Green Mountain Mug

Starting Bid $35 

14oz Sunflower Mug

Terrace, Canada



39Starting Bid $65 

Wine Goblet Pair

Starting Bid $35 

14oz Wave and Mountain Mug

Starting Bid $35 

Large Mushroom Cup

Starting Bid $35 

20oz Tree Rings Mug
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Starting Bid $65 

Large Mountain Platter

Starting Bid $35 

20oz Fish Mug

Starting Bid $35 

20oz Fish Mug

Starting Bid $35 

Raven Mug



Andrea 

Coss Flores

Andrea Coss Flores was born on February 7, 1982. From a very

young age she had an interest in creative activities, however, her

university training was as a historian. In 2010 she took a sample

class in bead weaving and has since then been self-taught.  She is

always on a quest to develop her own designs, explore new

materials and techniques, and thus be able to give her brand its

own stamp. She incorporates approximately eight traditional

techniques in the design of pieces with eclectic styles and

inspirations. She uses beads as her main materials and takes

inspiration from elements such as geometry, nature, sea creatures,

and flowers. In addition to beads, she incorporates other

materials, such as thread tassels, and fabrics.

41

Oaxaca de Juárez, Mexico



Starting Bid $45 

Double  Arrow beaded earrings -

White/Silver

Starting Bid $45 

Double  Arrow beaded earrings -

Lavender/Purple

For five years her work was a hobby, but starting in 2016, she

decided to begin the great challenge of supporting herself

from her craft. Andrea firmly believes in collective work and

support among women.  Following these principles, in

November 2020, she and three other women designers,

artisans and entrepreneurs opened a physical store,

Colectivo Mulier, in Oaxaca de Juárez, where they sell their

pieces and, as a team, face the challenges of a year marked

by the pandemic.
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Starting Bid $45 

Double  Arrow beaded earrings

- Brown/Gold/Purple

Starting Bid $30 

Fan-shaped beaded earrings -

Black/Rose

Starting Bid $30 

Fan-shaped beaded earrings -

Rose/Beige

Starting Bid $30 

Fan-shaped beaded earrings -

Gray/Purple
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Starting Bid $25 

Hoop beaded triangle earrings

-  Navy/Teal/White

Starting Bid $25 

Hoop beaded triangle earrings -

Lime/Lavendar/Teal

Starting Bid $20 

Hoop beaded small earrings - 

 Red/Gold

Starting Bid $20 

Hoop beaded small earrings -

Lavendar/Gold



Amber Rose

Austin

Mo’oxgm Gyibaaw di waayu ligi Amber Austin di waayu. Lax’gyibuu

di pdeegu. Lax Klan di wil waatgu ada Manganeexs di wil dzogu.

Tsimshian nuuyu.

My traditional name is Mo’oxgm Gyibaaw or in English Amber Austin.

My clan is wolf. I am from Kitkatla and I live in Terrace. I am Tsimshian

I originally tried beading for the first time 6 years ago at work. But

recently picked it up again seriously during quarantine. Having lots of

time at home I decided to try my hand at beading again. I don’t have

one particular style yet as I’m still learning. I enjoy beading earrings

mostly but have also started making pop sockets and lanyards.

Trying a little bit of everything but earrings are my favourite. I am a

foster parent to an amazing 12 year old who also loves to craft. We

enjoy spending time together while I bead and she works on sewing

projects or gem art pieces.

Next to my beading I also like to sew clothing for my nieces and

nephew who range from newborn to 10. I am currently working as a

Tsimshian language and Culture Teacher for Coast mountain school

district #82 for grade k-3.
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Starting Bid $45 

Pink and Metallic Beaded

Earrings

Starting Bid $45 

Red Handprint Beaded Earrings

Starting Bid $55 

Beaded Dragonfly Popsocket

Starting Bid $45 

Beaded Rainbow Necklace
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Starting Bid $45 

White and Green Beaded

Earrings

Starting Bid $35 

Blue Beaded Earrings

Starting Bid $30 

Hoop Sunflower Earrings



Rocio 

Bastida

Rocío Bastida Cruz is originally from the state of Oaxaca,

Mexico and currently lives and works in San Felipe del Agua,

a village just north of the city of Oaxaca de Juárez.  She has

been an artisan dressmaker for 22 years. Rocío started

learning her craft when she was 14 years old, working with

her older sister in her dressmaking workshop. After working

with her sister for 8 years, at the age of 22 she started her

workshop to create artisan clothing. 

Having learned her trade and worked at it since she was a

child, she also attended several courses to improve her skills.  

She makes several types of handmade embroidery, all kinds

of clothing, as well as footwear.  Rocío makes everything by

hand since she believes that her cultural wealth should be

embodied in each garment.
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Price $30 each

Alaskan Fireweed Design -

Black or Navy

5 Black and 3 Navy, mirror

embroidery on left and

right sides

She loves her artisan trade, and believes that art in any of its

manifestations should be enhanced, valued and made known

worldwide. While being a craftsman is a very noble and ancient

profession, often the artisana must strive to assert herself in a society

that tends to minimize her work.

 

In 2017 she had the opportunity to travel to South America and to

share a course in her craft with women from an indigenous community

in Venezuela. This represented a great opportunity for them and it

was very satisfying to Rocío to contribute to the improvement of that

community.

Her profession has allowed Rocío to get ahead doing what she likes

and enjoys. She continues to work on her own and to helping make the

rich artisan traditions of Oaxaca better known and valued!
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50Price $30 each 

Yellow Mimosa Design

4 Black and 4 Navy, mirror

embroidery on left and right sides

Price $30 each

Multi-Flower Design

7 Black with Teal flower on one side

and triple flowers on the other side,

Isthmus embroidery using hook

needle technique

Price $30 each 

Pansy Flower Design

3 Black, mirror embroidery on left

and right sides, pansy flower

embroidery from the community of

San Antonino Castillo Velasco



Small Business Entrepreneur:  Ravenz Masks

Gitxsan First Nation -  “Anluuguwasxw”  / House of Axtii

Tseex

I have been making masks since June of 2020 after seeing

there was a need for quality, custom masks that were

reversible and stylish!

We all have to wear masks for now… we might as well look

great doing it!  My masks can be found on FB & Instagram

under Ravenz

Masks.

I am a mother of three grown sons and the gramma of three

beautiful grand daughters who live in the lower mainland and

in Alberta. Gabiihl Hiy.

Bonnie 

Mercer
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Starting Bid $85

Mask and Glove Set

Starting Bid $85

Mask and Glove Set
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Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask
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Price $30 

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask
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Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask
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Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask
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Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask

Price $30

COVID Mask
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